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MARKET
WAT C H
Poultry

#JSEHSPXJOHDPOEJUJPOTBSF
HSFBUBDSPTTUIFDPVOUSZBOEBSF
BMMPXJOHGPSCJHHFSCJSETUIBU
NBLFJUFBTJFSUPNBLFXFJHIUPO
DBTFT
5FOEFSTBSFIJUUJOHUIFPQFO
NBSLFUBOEUIFQSJDFJT
ESPQQJOH
5IFSBOEPNCSFBTUNBSLFUJT
JODSFBTJOHBTIPMJEBZ
TDIFEVMJOHNBZCF
DPOTUSBJOJOHTPNFTVQQMZ

#FFG

5IFNBSLFUXBTTMVHHJTI
PWFSBMM BTQBDLFSTBOECVZFST
SFWJFXQPTJUJPOTBOENBSLFU
FYQFDUBUJPOTHPJOHGPSXBSE
)JHIFSHSBEFTJOCPUIDBUUMF
BOECFFGDPOUJOVFUP
DPNNBOETUSPOHQSFNJVNT
#VZFSTDPOUJOVFUPQMBOGPS
IPMJEBZEFNBOEJOCPUI
GPPETFSWJDFBOESFUBJM

Grains / Oil
4PZCFBOPJMTUPDLTJODSFBTFE 
XIJDIIFMQFEUSBEFSTTFMMPGG
TPZCFBOPJMGVUVSFTBOE
NPWFUIFNBSLFUMPXFS
5IFMPXFSTPZCFBOPJMNBSLFU
JTQVUUJOHQSFTTVSFPOQBMN
PJM MFBEJOHUPBNBSLFUEJQ
$BOPMBTFFEQSJDFTBSFWFSZ
IJHIBOEPJMQSJDFTDPOUJOVF
UPNPWFFWFOIJHIFSBT
TVQQMJFTUJHIUFO

Ingredients for your Success
Pork
#VUUTXFSFOFVUSBMGPSUIFXFFL
-PJOTDPOUJOVFUPEFDMJOFXJUI
EFNBOETMPXJOH

Market
Headlines

)BNQSJDFTDPOUJOVFEUPTMPXMZ
NPWFIJHIFS
4QBSFSJCTTBXBOJODSFBTFJO
EFNBOEBOEBSFOPXNPWJOH
VQ#FMMJFTUPPLBTIBSQEFDMJOF
HPJOHJOUPUIJTXFFL

%BJSZ
5IFOBUVSBMBOENP[[BSFMMB
NBSLFUTBSFVQXIJMFUIF
QSPDFTTFEDIFFTFNBSLFUTBSF
EPXO
#VUUFSQSPEVDUJPOXBTMPXFS 
TPUIFNBSLFUJODSFBTFE
5IFTIFMMFHHNBSLFUT
JODSFBTFEEVFUPUIFJODSFBTFJO
EFNBOE

1SPEVDF
.VTISPPNTBSFJOBEJSFTUBUF
-JNJUFEBWBJMBCJMJUZBOEIJHI
QSJDFTDPOUJOVFUPQMBHVFUIF
JOEVTUSZ#SPDDPMJBOETUSBXCFSSJFT
BSFCPUIWFSZTIPSUBOEMJNJUFEJO
TVQQMZ

#FFG
Seafood
.PTUPGUIFUJMBQJBCFJOH
IBSWFTUFEBSFTNBMM GBSNFST
BSFOPUMFUUJOHUIFGJTITUBZ
JOUIFXBUFSMPOHFSUIBO
OFDFTTBSZ5IFSFXJMMCFB
TIPSUBHFPGP[GJMMFUTJO
UIFVQDPNJOHNPOUIT
5IF"MBTLBTOPXDSBCRVPUB
IBTCFFODVUCZ5IJTJT
EVFUPBMMPGUIFNBKPSDSBC
TUPDLTCFJOHEPXO
TVCTUBOUJBMMZ UIF"MBTLBO
SFE,JOHDSBCGJTIFSZIBT
CFFOTIVUEPXO XIJDIIBT
OPUIBQQFOFEJOZFBST

To learn more contact your local Sales Consultant. Market Corner Produce information reﬂects both
US and Canadian markets. All other commodity information is based on US market data only.

5IFTVQQMZPGGFFEFSDBUUMF
DBMWFTPO+BOVBSZXJMMCFEPXO
 IFBEGSPNZFBSBHPMFWFMT
BOEUIFTNBMMFTUTJODF

4FBGPPE
5IFQPSUTJO$BMJGPSOJBDPOUJOVFUP
FYQFSJFODFCBDLMPHEVFUPUIFMBDL
PGXPSLFST ESJWFST BOEFRVJQNFOU
UPVOMPBEUIFDPOUBJOFSTGSPN
WFTTFMT DBVTJOHNBTTJWFJNQPSUFE
TFBGPPETIPSUBHFT

MARKET WATC H
ATQBSBHVT

(SFFO#FBOT

"WPDBEP - Alert

$JUSVT

Market is stronger this week with heavier
demand for the holidays. Supplies
should keep up with demand for the
next few weeks. Quality is good.

Harvest last week ended strong despite
the holidays.. Jumbo size fruit remain
scarce, putting heavier demand on 48’s,
while 60’s and smaller continue to be in
good supplies. Starting to see a slight
increase in supplies of #2 fruit as the
harvest increases

#SPDDPMJBOE
$BVMJGMPXFS
Markets remain active out of Mexico
with very limited and quality challenged
supplies. CA is now challenged as well
with broccoli supply. The market is
expected to unstable for the next 3-4
weeks. Both commodity and valueadded(florets) packs are impacted.

BFMM1FQQFST"MFSU
Lighter supplies and strong markets
remain on both the east and west
coasts for the next 7-10 days on ready
and yellow bell peppers.

$BCCBHF"MFSU
4USPOHNBSLFUTBOEHPPEEFNBOE
SFNBJOTPVUPOUIFXFTUDPBTU:JFMET
SFNBJOEPXOPOCPUIHSFFOBOESFE
DBCCBHF

$BSSPUT"MFSU
Demand continues to outpace supply/
capacity of school-sized packs, and
larger bulk size supply remains
challenged. Stronger and more active
markets to be seen.

$FMFSZ7BMVF"EEFE"MFSU
Value Added celery(diced, sticks) is
under and demand exceed supply
situation due to capacity constraints.
Commodity celery is now active as less
overall supply is available.

$PSO"MFSU
Very light supplies coupled with strong
demand on both the east and west coasts.

$BOUBMPVQFT"MFSU
Cantaloupe supplies are very light out
west as Arizona and California wrap up
their season this week. Mexican volume
will increase as well as imports from
Central America into S Florida
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Ingredients for your Success

Florida supply has yet to ramp up. More to start
mid-week and currently demand exceeds
supply. Limited supplies out of Mexico and the
California desert, demand exceeds supplies.

The market is steady with good volume from
California and Arizona. Imports are winding
down. Oranges-. Supplies are improving as the
navel harvest progresses. Sizing is peaking on
88’s and smaller with 56’’s and larger being
fairly limited. Cold weather and a few rains have
helped maturity but in 6 weeks we should be
close to peak sugar and color. Limes AlertProduction continues to decline as supplies
dwindle in Mexico, as the transition to the next
crop cycle in a couple weeks. There will be
some availability on fancy 200s/250s and more
choice 110/150/175s with no substantial
volume until after Thanksgiving holiday in the
US.

PRODUCE MARKET
Updates

1SPDFTTFE0OJPOT
"-&35
Capacity issues on both demand outpacing
available supply and production availability
impacting diced, sliced and whole peeled
packs.

(BSMJD"MFSU
Strong markets are being seen now on
garlic. For the past month, the garlic
market has slowly been getting more
active. There is presently a significant void
of Chinese garlic thus putting more
demand on product from CA. Expect to see
active markets for the foreseeable future

.VTISPPNT
Demand is outpacing available supply on all
mushrooms. We are now seeing different
items being discontinued as suppliers can
simply not produce. Reported challenges
relate to labor, freight costs, lack of drivers,
peat moss shortages and spawn issues that
have caused green mold issues that have
crippled yields. The industry does not see the
conditions changing for the foreseeable
future.

.JYFE#FSSJFT

*DFCFSH 3PNBJOF BOE
-FBG-FUUVDFT ALERT

Markets are starting to stabilize on iceberg,
romaine and leaf items as more supply is
coming into play out of the desert growing
regions. Markets are expected to be
unsettled through the rest of the month.

%SZ 8BSN7FHFUBCMF
*UFNT"-&35
Items active this week- chili peppers,
eggplant. All are limited in supply and
expected to see active market conditions for
the next 2 weeks.

Better supplies being seen on raspberries and
blackberries and blueberries this week as
more growing regions begin to ramp up.

Onions
Super colossal and Colossal yellow are very
tight with potential subbing. Red onions both
sizes are tight as well.

4USBXCFSSJFT
Strawberries are extremely short and
limited in supply. Market is active and
overall quality is very poor. Santa Maria and
Oxnard CA are still trying to recover from
the previous weeks rain events. Fruit is
small, not coloring up and of fair quality.
Mexico is also trying to ramp up but still not
enough to meet all demand needs.

5PNBUPFT
Roma markets remain active due to strong
demand and low availability.
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